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SFAR 88 Special Federal Aviation Regulation 88 Introduction
Flying today is far safer than it was 10 years ago. In
fact, this is the safest period in aviation history due in
part to the actions the FAA has taken since the TWA
800 accident that have completely changed the way
fuel tanks are designed, operated, and maintained.
Since 1996, the FAA has issued more than 100
Airworthiness Directives (ADs) and a Special Federal
Aviation Regulation (known as SFAR 88) to eliminate
ignition sources. FAA engineers and scientists also
made a major breakthrough for commercial aviation
safety by developing the first practical ‘fuel tank
inerting’ system for reducing the flammability of
center wing fuel tanks on commercial airplanes.
Prior to TWA 800
Prior to the TWA 800 accident, the prevailing
philosophy among the world’s aviation experts was
that minimizing ignition sources was the best way to
avoid a fuel tank explosion. However, the ignition
source for the TWA 800 accident remains unknown.
The accident fundamentally altered the assumptions
held by the FAA, airlines, manufacturers, and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). The
FAA is pursuing the right safety solution: eliminate
ignition sources and reduce the flammability of the
tank.
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SFAR 88 Special Federal Aviation Regulation 88 Introduction
Eliminate Ignition Sources
The aviation community has focused on precluding
ignition sources to prevent fuel tank explosions.
Since 1996, more than 100 directives have addressed
issues such as pump manufacturing discrepancies,
wire chafing, protection of the Fuel Quantity
Indication System (FQIS), and overheating
solenoids.
On May 7, 2001 the FAA issued a far-reaching
safety rule called ‘SFAR 88’ to minimize ignition
sources in fuel tanks. SFAR 88 changed the way
airplanes are designed, operated and maintained. By
December 6, 2002, manufacturers completed
reviews of each airplane model and identified
potential ignition sources. This effort resulted in the
identification of more than 200 previously unknown
ignition sources.
While the work accomplished by the industry to
comply with SFAR 88 has certainly improved
safety, the FAA believes that the added safety net of
reducing the flammability of the tank is also
necessary. For example, the FAA has issued two
ADs for ignition sources discovered after the SFAR
88 reviews. These failure modes were not identified
during the SFAR 88 reviews.
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Reduce Fuel Tank Flammability
Beginning in 1998, the FAA tasked the Aviation
Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC),
comprised of world-class aviation safety experts, to
evaluate options for reducing the flammable vapors
in fuel tanks on existing and future commercial
airplanes. The first of two ARAC working groups
determined that on-board inerting was too costly.
The groups recommended further study of ground
based inerting and directed ventilation, a method of
reducing the heating of high flammability center
wing tanks that then reduces the flammability
exposure. In June 2001, a second ARAC working
group concluded that their ground based inerting
model presented a new set of implementation issues
at airports and that an on-board system was
preferred. However, they believed that an on-board
inerting system remained too complex, heavy,
unreliable, and costly.
Despite the ARAC findings, the FAA strongly
believed that a practical on-board inerting system
could be developed and the agency moved forward
an aggressive FAA research program.
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Fuel Tank Inerting
For 30 years, the world’s experts have
said
that
inerting
was
too
complicated, too heavy, and too
expensive for commercial airplanes.
FAA
scientists
and
engineers
challenged those assumptions and
ultimately
developed
the first
prototype
inerting
system
for
commercial airplanes.
An inerting system replaces the
oxygen in the fuel tank with an inert
gas such as nitrogen, preventing the
potential ignition of fuel vapor.
Inerting systems have been used on
military aircraft since World War II,
primarily to minimize combat
explosions and damage. Military airplane inerting systems cannot be installed on commercial airplanes. The
military does not have to meet the robust safety standards set for commercial airplanes. Military systems are
too heavy and too big for commercial airplanes and may operate only a few hours per day or week compared
to the average 14 hours per day flown by a commercial airplane.
Many different techniques have been used in the inerting systems on military aircraft. On World War II-era
airplanes, engine exhaust was typically used to produce the inert gas. More recently, nitrogen has been used
to render the fuel tank inert. Various techniques exist for separating nitrogen from air for use in inerting, the
simplest and most reliable being the membrane technology that is used in the FAA prototype inerting system
for commercial airplanes.
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FAA’s Breakthrough Prototype
In May 2002, the FAA unveiled a prototype onboard inerting system that replaces oxygen in
the fuel tank with inert gas, which prevents the
potential ignition of flammable vapors. ARAC
had assumed that bleed air from the engines
could not be used, requiring a compressor. The
FAA developed a simple, reliable prototype that
uses bleed air without a compressor or other
moving parts. In addition, FAA research
demonstrated that a higher level of oxygen —
12 percent can be used versus the 10 percent
used by ARAC. The FAA system installed on a
747SP weighed about 200 pounds compared to the complex inerting systems used by the military that weigh
thousands of pounds. It also takes up very little “real estate” on an airplane.
Boeing has since developed its own system, which will be installed on new airplanes rolling off the
production lines today. All airplanes designed with a center wing tank are susceptible to flammability risk,
including both Airbus and Boeing models.
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FAA Proposes Rule to Reduce Fuel Tank Flammability
On November 23, 2005, the FAA proposed a rule that would
require more than 3,200 existing and certain new large passenger
jets to reduce flammability levels of fuel tank vapors. The Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) would require aircraft operators to
reduce the flammability levels of fuel tank vapors to remove the
likelihood of a potential explosion from an ignition source. Fuel
tank inerting is the best solution to meeting the news standards
outlined in the agency’s proposal.
The FAA’s proposal applies to new large airplane designs. Boeing
737, Boeing 747, and Airbus A320 models would be retrofitted
first. The preliminary estimate for the total cost for the U.S. fleet is
approximately $808 million over 49 years, including $313 million
for retrofitting the existing fleet. The following is the projected U.S.
aircraft fleet that would be retrofitted:
Airbus
Models
Airbus
A320
Airbus
A330

	
  

Number
Aircraft
906
44

of

Boeing
Models
Boeing 737
Boeing 747
Boeing 757
Boeing 767
Boeing 777

Number
Aircraft
1,149
93
581
347
157

of
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SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION NO. 88
FUEL TANK SYSTEM FAULT TOLERANCE EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS
1. Applicability. This SFAR applies to the holders
of type certificates, and supple- mental type
certificates that may affect the airplane fuel tank
system, for turbine-powered transport category
airplanes, provided the type certificate was issued
after January 1, 1958, and the airplane has either a
maximum type certificated passenger capacity of
30 or more, or a maximum type certificated
payload capacity of 7,500 pounds or more. This
SFAR also applies to applicants for type
certificates, amendments to a type certificate, and
supplemental type certificates affecting the fuel
tank systems for those air- planes identified above,
if the application was filed before June 6, 2001, the
effective date of this SFAR, and the certificate was
not issued before June 6, 2001.
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2. Compliance: Each type certificate holder,
and each supplemental type certificate holder
of a modification affecting the airplane fuel
tank system, must accomplish the following
within the compliance times specified in
paragraph (e) of this section:
(a) Conduct a safety review of the airplane
fuel tank system to determine that the de- sign
meets the requirements of §§25.901 and
25.981(a) and (b) of this chapter. If the current design does not meet these requirements,
develop all design changes to the fuel tank
system that are necessary to meet these
requirements. The FAA (Aircraft Certification
Office (ACO), or office of the Transport
Airplane Directorate, having cognizance over
the type certificate for the affected airplane)
may grant an extension of the 18-month
compliance time for development of design
changes if:
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(3) Additional time can be justified, based
on
the
holder’s
demonstrated
aggressiveness in performing the safety
review, the complexity of the necessary
design changes, the availability of interim
actions to provide an acceptable level of
safety, and the resulting level of safety.
(b) Develop all maintenance and
inspection instructions necessary to
maintain the de- sign features required to
preclude the existence or development of
an ignition source within the fuel tank
system of the airplane.
(c) Submit a report for approval to the FAA Aircraft
Certification Office (ACO), or office of the Transport
Airplane Directorate, having cognizance over the type
certificate for the affected airplane, that:
(1) Provides substantiation that the air- plane fuel tank
system design, including all necessary design changes,
meets the requirements of §§25.901 and 25.981(a) and (b)
of this chapter; and
(2) Contains all maintenance and inspection instructions
necessary to maintain the design features required to
preclude the existence or development of an ignition source
within the fuel tank system throughout the operational life
of the airplane.
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(d) The Aircraft Certification Office
(ACO), or office of the Transport Airplane
Directorate, having cognizance over the
type certificate for the affected airplane,
may approve a report submitted in
accordance with paragraph 2(c) if it
determines that any pro- visions of this
SFAR not complied with are compensated
for by factors that provide an equivalent
level of safety.
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(e) Each type certificate holder must comply no
later than December 6, 2002, or within 18
months after the issuance of a type certificate for
which application was filed be- fore June 6,
2001, whichever is later; and each supplemental
type certificate holder of a modification affecting
the airplane fuel tank system must comply no
later than June 6, 2003, or within 18 months after
the issuance of a supplemental type certificate for
which application was filed before June 6, 2001,
whichever is later.

Potential ignition sources discovered by fleet inspection.
1. Frayed fuel pump wire
2. Main tank over pressure
3.Arc through conduit
4. Arc through pump housing
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Critical Design Configuration Control Limitations (CDCCL)

What is a CDCCL?
CDCCL – Critical Design Configuration Control
Limitations identify the critical design features such as
proper wire separation, proper installation of a panel
gasket, minimum bonding jumper resistance levels, etc.,
that must be maintained in exactly the same manner
throughout the life of the aircraft in order to comply
with the type certificate and maintain airworthiness.
The purpose of the Critical Design Configuration
Control Limitation (CDCCL) is to provide instructions
to ensure these critical features are present throughout
the life of the airplane and are Inspected and verified
when alterations, repairs, or maintenance actions occur
in the area.
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Related to SFAR 88
Design features that are CDCCLs are defined
and controlled by Special Federal Aviation
Regulation (SFAR) 88 and preserves critical
features of the airplane needed for
the Flammability Reduction Means (FRM) or
IMM to perform their intended function and
prevent the occurrence of an unsafe condition.
Mandatory Airworthiness Limitations
CDCCL’s are a type of Airworthiness Limitation
and 14 CFR 43.16 makes it mandatory for the
AMT’s and Aircraft Operators to comply with
all Airworthiness Limitations.
CDCCLs are mandatory are FAA approved and cannot be
changed or deleted without the approval of the FAA
office that is responsible for the airplane model Type
Certificate, or applicable regulatory agency.
CDCCL’s must be accomplished in exactly the same
manner as specified in the AMM Any use of parts,
methods, techniques or practices different than what is
written in the CDCCL must be approved by the FAA ACO that is responsible for the airplane model Type
Certificate . Any maintenance actions or subsequent changes to the product made by operators or the
manufacturer MUST NOT DEGRADE the level of safety of the original type design.
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CDCCL’s cannot be deferred or carried
over. There are no extensions available
to comply with any CDCCL at a later
date and the aircraft cannot operate
without being in compliance with the
condition and design features specified.
No Set Inspection Interval
A CDCCL Inspection has no time or
cycle interval. Whenever maintenance is
being performed in the area applicable
to the CDCCL the inspection must be
accomplished regardless of where the
aircraft is located .Whether the aircraft
is at the gate with passengers loaded or is undergoing heavy maintenance it makes no difference to the
requirement. The CDCCL must be accomplished.
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Critical Design Limitation Control Limitations are one of
three system airworthiness limitations. One is an ALI
inspection that has a specific task and interval, such as 10
years. A second type is ALI procedures that could have
specific task intervals. The third type is the CDCCL that
has no interval but establishes configuration limitations to
maintain and to protect the “critical design feature”
identified.
CDCCL’s Are Not CMR’s – Certification Maintenance
Requirements (CMR) only address mandatory
maintenance that is applied to the airplane at the time of
original certification. The rule for CDCCL’s addresses
not only MANDATORY maintenance actions, but also
design features that cannot be ALTERED except in accordance with the Instructions for Continued
Airworthiness (ICA).
What are some typical tasks that involve CDCCL inspections?
• Fuel Tank Panel Replacement
• Heat Exchanger Removal & Replacement
• Accessing areas floorboards in the vicinity of fuel tanks
• Resetting tripped fuel pump circuit breakers
• Engine fuel valve replacement
• Passenger Cabin floor Panel Installation
• Flame Arrestor Installation
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 Brief

History
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 Flammability Reduction
– Balanced Approach
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 Implementation
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Brief History
 Despite

various efforts to reduce the
risk of fuel tank explosions through
other means, the fundamental safety
approach remains preventing the
presence of ignition
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Brief History
 Since

the 1960’s, there have been FIVE
key accidents involving fuel tank
explosions which we now believe call
into question this fundamental safety
strategy applied to fuel systems of large
commercial airplanes
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Lightning Strikes – 2 Key Accidents
(B707 – 1963, B747 – 1976)

Commercial Airplane Lightning Strike During
Takeoff from an Airport in Japan
4
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707 Elkton MD (1963)

Pan Am B707-100; N709PA
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707 Elkton MD (December 8, 1963)
 While

holding at 5,000 feet, left wing
struck by lightning
Left wing exploded
 In-flight break-up, 81 killed


 Airplane

fueled with mixture of Jet A
and JP-4 fuels
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707 Elkton MD (1963)

Portion of fuselage of Pan Am Flight #214
in cornfield near Elkton, MD
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747 Madrid (May 9, 1976)
 Airplane’s

left wing was struck by
lightning while descending to 5000 ft
Left wing exploded
 In-flight break-up, 17 killed


 Airplane

fueled with JP-4 fuel
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747 Madrid (May 9, 1976)

Madrid, B-747, 5-8104
Left Wing Reconstruction
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Non-Lightning Caused Tank
Explosions – 3 Key Accidents
B737 – 1990,
1090, B747 – 1996, B737 - 2001

Frayed In-Tank Wire
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737 Manila (May 11, 1990)
 While

pushing back from gate, empty
center fuel tank exploded
Airplane destroyed by fire
 8 killed


 Airplane

had been fueled with Jet A fuel
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737 Manila (1990)

Philippine Air Lines, B737-300; EI-BZG
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747 New York (July 17, 1996)
 While

climbing through 13,000 feet,
empty center tank exploded
In-flight break-up of airplane
 230 killed


 Airplane

had been fueled with Jet A
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747 New York (1996)

TWA (Flight 800), B747-100; N93119
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737 Bangkok (March 3, 2001)
 While

parked at gate, empty center
tank exploded
Airplane destroyed by fire
 1 flight attendant killed


 Airplane

had been fueled with Jet A fuel
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737 Bangkok (2001)

Thai Airways, B737-400; HS-TDC
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Ignition Sources for Key Accidents
Never Identified


Massive resources expended during Five
investigations








Elkton 707 - 1963
Madrid 747 - 1976
Manila 737 - 1990
New York 747 - 1996
Bangkok 737 - 2001

Exact source of ignition never determined


Corrective actions based on most likely scenarios
17
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Ignition Sources for Key Accidents
Never Identified


All FIVE accidents involved explosions of what
are now being referred to as “High Flammability”
fuel tanks




>7% flammability exposure on a worldwide basis

Highlights uncertain nature of ignition source
prevention strategy



Emphasizes need for an independent layer of
protection
“Balanced Approach” needed
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Fuel Tank Flammability Exposure
Typical
Main Tanks 2-4%

Tail Tanks 2-4%

Body Tanks
• Pressurized <5%
• Un-pressurized

>20%

Center Wing Tank with Adjacent Pack Bays 15-30%,
(Boeing, Airbus)
Center Wing Tanks without Pack Bays 4-7%
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Fuel Types and Tank Locations have
Very Different Service Histories






A wing tank fueled with JP-4 has
approximately the same world wide exposure
to flammability as an empty heated center
tank with Jet A.
In general, wing tanks and unheated center
wing tanks fueled with Jet A have exhibited
an acceptable service history.
Wing tanks fueled with JP-4 and empty
heated center tanks fueled with Jet A have
not had an acceptable service history.
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Comparison of Flammability
Envelopes JP 4 and Jet A
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Flammability Envelope
1 Joule Spark, Conventional Aluminum Transport, Air Conditioning
Systems Located Underneath Center Wing Tank (CWT)

Flammability Envelope

50

Altitude 1000's ft.

40

Flammable Zones

Jet A

LFL

Jet A

UFL

JP4

30

Heated CWT
Profile

Wing

20

Unheated
Wing Tank
Profile

CWT

10
0
-50

0

50

100

150

200

Temperature Deg F
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Brief History - Summary




TWA 800 brought a realization that some
tanks could be flammable for a large portion
of their operational time.
U.S. NTSB “Most Wanted List”: Flammability
Reduction




”preclude the operation of transport category
airplanes with explosive fuel-air mixtures in the
fuel tank”
TWA 800 recommendation
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SFAR 88 Ignition Prevention


Efforts to resolve TWA 800 led the FAA
to conclude that:
1.

2.

Many current airplanes had similar short
comings in their ignition prevention
approaches
An additional independent layer of
protection is needed to “Back-Up” the
ignition prevention strategy

24
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SFAR 88 Ignition Prevention


In response to these findings, the FAA
issued Special Federal Aviation
Regulation No. 88 in June of 2001.




Re-examine existing commercial fleet
related to ignition prevention
Implement safety enhancements related
to the findings of these examinations
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Fuel Tank Safety History
(FIVE Key Accidents)
5 Key Accidents

Safety Approach:
Ignition Sources
Ignition

Fuel

Air
Flammability

1960’s-1990

707 Elkton MD

1990-1999

747 Madrid

737 Manila
747 New York

(Lighting)

(Not Lighting)

Prevent ignition
sources
(improvements to
affected model
after accident)

Some R&D. Not
found to be
practical. No
requirements
established.

Re-examine design
and maintenance
to better prevent
ignition sources
(SFAR 88)
Whole Fleet
Solution
FAA research led
to inerting
developments.
Industry (ARAC)
deemed it
impractical.

2000-Present
737 Bangkok
(Not Lighting)

Recognition that
our best efforts
may not be
adequate to
prevent all
explosions

FAA Simplified
system developed.
Recognized that
inerting is practical,
and may be needed
to achieve balanced
solution
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SFAR 88 Lessons Learned


Goal of SFAR 88 was to preclude ignition sources





Revealed unexpected ignition sources
Difficulty in identifying all ignition sources






Safety Assessments were very valuable

Number of previously unknown failures found
Continuing threat from still unknown failures

Unrealistic to expect we can eliminate all ignition
sources
Must consider flammability reduction of high
flammability tanks as an integral part of system
safety
27
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The Fire Triangle
Ignition
Ignition Prevention

Oxygen

Fuel Vapor
Flammability Reduction
28
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SFAR 88 Findings
Lightning
External & Internal
Wiring
Motor Operated Valves

Fuel Pumps

Recurring
Maintenance

Flight Manual
Procedures

FQIS
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Service Experience

ARC TO LOWER WING SKIN

ARC THROUGH PUMP HOUSING

Fuel Pump Internal
Damage/Overheat

ARC THROUGH CONDUIT
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Flammability Reduction
 In

1998 and again in 2001, the FAA
tasked the U.S. Aviation Rulemaking
and Advisory Committee (ARAC) to
explore ways to reduce flammability in
fuel tank systems


Direct response to TWA 800
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Flammability Reduction
 While

both ARAC committees concluded
that flammability reduction efforts
would be valuable—existing technology
was considered not practical for
commercial aviation
Weight – too heavy
 Cost – too expensive
 Reliability – too low


 FAA

continued technology R&D
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Fuel Tank Safety – Recent History
Inerting
ARAC Studies
Started
1

ARAC
2

FRS
Implementation

FAA FRS
Demonstrator

Flammability Reduction

1996

TWA 800
NTSB
TWA 800
Hearing

Ignition Prevention

THAI
737
SFAR 88
Rule
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Today

SFAR 88
Reviews

2004 +

Ignition
Changes
Available
First AD’s
released 33
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Flammability Reduction




Main “Enablers” which made
technology “Breakthrough” possible :
1.

Membrane performance at lower ∆P

2.

O2 Concentration (9% vs. 12%)

3.

Use of simple system OK (single string)

FAA focused testing in these areas
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Breakthrough - Performance

at lower ∆P


Performance analysis and subsequent testing showed
Air Separation Module technology would work at low
pressures, 10 to 40 psig versus 50 to 100 psig used
commercially
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Breakthrough - O2 Concentration
 Testing

demonstrated that higher O2
levels provided adequate protection


Adequate inerting obtained on the ground
with approximately 12% O2




Previous 9% O2 levels linked to military
combat threats

Less Nitrogen needed at altitude


15.5% Oxygen adequate at 40000ft
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Nitrogen Inerting Test Results
Peak Explosion Pressure (psig)

90
AFFDL-TR-78-66 Spark

80
70

JTCG/AS-90-T-004 19J
Igniter at -2000ft

60
50

JTCG/AS-90-T-004 19J
Igniter at SL

40
30

AFFDL-TR-78-66 Table
1 23mm HEI

20
10

AFFDL-TR-78-66 Table
1 Spark

0
9

10

11

12

13

14
15
16
17
%Oxygen in Ullage

18

19

20

21

Sea-Level
InertingTest
TestResults
Results
Sea-Level Nitrogen
Nitrogen Inerting
Source:Boeing Literature Review, References quoted on Chart
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Breakthrough - Simple System

Check/Shutoff Valve

Existing Cooling Inlet

Center
Wing
Tank

Cooling Air,
Flow reverses on Ground

Shut Off Valve

Temp control valve
Filter

NEA Flow

Heater

High and Low
Flow Orifices
(In common valve)

ASM
Heat
Exchanger
Waste Flow (O2 rich)

Existing Bleed Line

Low flow, High Purity NEA for Ground,
Climb and Cruise,
High Flow, Low Purity NEA for Descent

Overboard Exit

FAA Simple Inerting System
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FAA Inerting System on 747 SP
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FAA Inerting Installation on A320
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Flight Testing Accomplished
 FAA

R&D Testing (747SP, 737)
 Boeing 747-400 Flight Test


Engineering and Certification Data

 FAA/Airbus



A320 Flight Test

FAA concept inerting system installed in A320
cargo compartment
Airbus gained familiarity with design concept and
system performance

 Boeing

737 & 747 Certification Testing
 FAA/NASA 747 Flight Test


Initial flights performed in December 2003
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Balanced Approach
to Fuel Tank Safety


FAA R&D has shown that Inerting is practical



SFAR 88 addressed ignition prevention only




Inerting was not seen as practical at the time SFAR 88 was
issued

Balanced Approach - Now Possible


Combine ignition prevention & flammability reduction into a
single solution

42
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Ignition Prevention Alone
(Not Balanced Approach)

Attempting to “plug” all the holes in one layer exceeds
what is realistically possible.
For over 40 years, we have been trying to
prevent tank explosions by plugging all the
holes in this layer, which is nearly
impossible.
HAZARD

Ignition Prevention Layer
Holes due to:
- Design issues
- Aging systems
- Improper Maintenance,
Rework, modifications, etc
-Unknown unknowns

Flammability Layer
(High Flam Tank shown)
Hole due to:
- High exposure to flammable
vapors

ACCIDENT
43
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Fault Tree: Current Fuel Tank System
Unbalanced Fault Tree

Tank Explosion

‘AND’ Gate

Ignition Source

Ullage Flammable

‘OR’ Gate
FQIS
shorts

Pump
Arc

Pump
FOD

Pump
Level
Burn thru
Sensors
Lightning (many)

Densitometer

Valves Electrostatic

}

etc.
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Balanced Approach with
Flammability Reduction
Flammability Reduction significantly reduces hole size in
flammability layer, virtually eliminating future accidents.
SFAR 88
HAZARD

Ignition Prevention Layer
- Some holes eliminated (e.g.
design changes to preclude
single failures)
- Other holes reduced in size
(human factors/ maintenance
issues, unknowns, etc.)

Flammability Reduction / Low Flammability

Flammability Layer
-Reducing flammability
exposure significantly reduces
holes (flammability reduction)
-Small holes remain due to
system performance, dispatch
relief, system reliability, etc.

ACCIDENT

ACCIDENT
PREVENTED!
45
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Reduced Flammability NPRM
 On

Feb 17th 2004,

The FAA Administrator, Marion C.Blakey,
announced that the FAA was proceeding with
a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) to
require reduction of flammability in high
flammability tanks of U.S. commercial jet
transports
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Summary


Flammability exposure is a major factor in
fuel tank explosion risk







Simple Inerting System is now practical

Ignition Prevention still major protection
strategy
Balanced Approach of Ignition Prevention and
Reduced Flammability can provide a
substantial improvement in fuel tank safety
FAA is moving forward to implement a
reduced flammability strategy to complement
the ignition prevention strategy
47
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Implementation Plans






Propose production “cut-in” of flammability
reduction means (FRM) on high flammability
tanks (Boeing & Airbus CWTs)
Propose retrofit of FRM on existing fleet with
high flammability tanks (Boeing and Airbus
CWTs)
Propose revision to FAR 25 to include
flammability limits
48
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SFAR 88 FAA and EASA PRACTICAL SUMMARY
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The background
July 50’ – Wing explosion – Bristol

Freighter

Sep 56’ – Fuel tank explosion – Avro York
May 58’ – Centre tank explosion – Super

connie

Jun 71’ – No1 main fuel tank exploded –
KC135

May 1990 – Centre Tank Explosion –

B737-300

Jul 96’ – Centre tank explosion – B747-100
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Legislation


NPRM Issued October 1999. This required;

n Substantiation of design
n Specific maintenance/Inspection instructions


Three amendments to airworthiness standards

1. Failure conditions considered for ignition sources
2. Identification of safety critical tasks
3. Means to reduce flammable vapours


or prevent catastrophic damage if ignition



occurs
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A Catalyst

3 Mar 2001
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Legislation


Final Rule issued May 2001 – SFAR 88

n Original philosophy of NPRM upheld;
1. Failure conditions considered for ignition sources
2. Identification of safety critical tasks
3. Means to reduce flammable vapours


or prevent catastrophic damage if ignition



occurs



‘a short circuit outside of the center wing tank that allowed
excessive voltage to enter the tank through FQIS wiring’
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Failure conditions
These conditions may not
be caused by fuel tank
safety issues but their
impact could be reduced
through better design
and/or flammable vapour
reduction
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Flammable vapour reduction
ATA 47 – NEADS
N2 Enriched Air Distribution System
http://155.178.136.36/pdf/TG3.pdf
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Flammable vapour reduction - Example
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Implementation - AWLs
Airworthiness Limitations - Defined

nItems arising from a systems safety analysis that have been shown to
have failure mode(s) associated with an ‘unsafe condition’

nAn unacceptable probability of ignition risk could exist if specific tasks
and/or practices are not performed in accordance with the
manufacturers’ requirements.

nLocated in the CMRs
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Implementation - AWLs
Airworthiness Limitations - Practice
Individual Airworthiness Limitations are usually referred to as
Airworthiness Limitation Items

ALI or ALIs or CDCCLs

They are mandatory instructions that can include;
nDesign changes
nMaintenance instructions
nInspection instructions
nProcedures
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Implementation - ALIs
ALIs – Defined
Airworthiness Limitation Instructions
May be
nA Maintenance and Inspection Instruction
nCritical Design Configuration Control Limitations or
nA combination of the two
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Implementation - CDCCLs
CDCCLs – Defined
Critical Design Control Configuration Limitations
CDCCLs are a means of identifying certain design configuration features

intended to preclude a fuel tank ignition source for the operational life of the
airplane.

CDCCLs are mandatory and cannot be changed or deleted without the

approval of the Seattle FAA ACO or applicable regulatory agency.

CDCCLs – Practice
Strict adherence to configuration, methods, techniques, and practices as

prescribed is required to ensure compliance with the CDCCL. Any use of parts,
methods, techniques or practices not contained in the applicable CDCCL must
be approved by the Seattle FAA ACO or applicable regulatory agency.
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CDCCL
Example 1
An operator replaces a fuel tank component that has a

critical design feature. Assume that the lack of a
bonding strap would disable an ignition source
prevention feature and, thus, would contribute to an
unsafe condition.
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CDCCL
Example 2
A specific configuration of the fuel tank system is identified as
necessary to prevent development of an unsafe condition. Assume
that separation of external wires of the fuel gauging system has
been determined to be a way to keep unsafe energies out of the
fuel tank. An instruction is required to comply with the CDCCLs to
ensure that the wiring for the fuel gauging system remains
separated from other wiring. This step ensures that—in
combination with another failure—unsafe ignition energies cannot
be produced in the fuel system.

SWPM 20-10-13

www.ntsb.gov/speeches/bl990915.htm
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CDCCL
Example 3
A specific feature of the fuel tank system creates an

unsafe condition in the event of certain failures.
Assume that a fuel pump is repaired or overhauled, but
certain critical ignition source prevention features
within the pump are not installed or are not overhauled
in accordance with the CMM.
The design approval holder
should ensure that a
statement is inserted into both
the Component Maintenance
Manual and the Airplane
Maintenance Manual
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Practical application
All AWL tasks should be
Clearly Identified and provide
a reference for guidance

ALI
CDCCL
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Practical application
The reference provides more detail - ALIs
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Practical application
The reference provides more detail -CDCCLs
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SB737-28A1263

‘Classics’

nAD 98-19-09
–SB 28A1120 >20,000 Flg Hrs

nAD 99-21-15
–SB 28A1120 <20,000 Flg Hrs

nSB 28A1263
–AD 2007-11-07

04 May 2006 - BLR
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AWLs
The SB
Page 70 of 81
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AWLs
The AMM 28-22-41 Page 409
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AWLs
AMM continued - 28-22-41 Page 411
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The links
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Information location
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Additional Information location
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Some involvement to date B767
SB 28A0083 - Engine Fuel Feed System - Fuel Pump Inlet Protection - Auxiliary

Fuel Tank Pump Automatic Shut Off Installation

SB 28 0087 – FQIS Spar Connector Backshell Inspection, Test, and Change
SB 28A0075 - Main Tank Fuel Boost Pumps and Center Auxiliary Tank Fuel

Override/Jettison Pumps Inspection

SB 28A0072 - Engine Fuel Feed Tube, Front Spar Bulkhead Fitting Bonding Test,
and/or Bonding Rework

SB 28A0064 - Honeywell Fuel Quantity Indicating System Out-Tank Wire Bundle

Replacement

SB 28 0054 - Fuel Tanks - Fuel System Inspection - Main Tanks (51 for aux tanks)
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Recording of work


MOE - RELEASE TO SERVICE PROCEDURE 2.16



The maintenance records must contain the following information

n

A reference to up to date and approved data used

n

A detailed description of the work performed

n

The part number, serial number and batch number of all parts

n

A record of the dimensions or test figures where there is a requirement to ensure



that a test figure or dimension is within tolerance.

n

Stage duplicates
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Debris, Swarf etc
The presence of sharp metal shavings, which can

be attributed to drilling, can strip insulation away
from the wires. As a result, the core conducting
wires become exposed and enhance the likelihood of
a spark. Exposed wires that are coated with “syrup”
or metallic drill shavings can be dangerous because
either substance can act as a conductor.
Consequently, substances such as these could
function as a base point for an electrical arc, which
could ignite the contents of a fuel tank
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Summary
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A thought to close
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Thank You for
Your Attention
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